Solution Brief

Informatica Enterprise Data
Catalog for Google Cloud
Key Benefits
• Unify data integration and
management across Google
Cloud and all other cloud and
on-premises applications
• Quickly surface relevant data
for analysis data content,
semantic meaning, usage,
and business context
• Build user trust in the data
by providing insight into data
assets’ provenance, lineage,
and relationships

Expedite Data Migration to Google BigQuery
Data is the new and trusted currency to create opportunities, solve challenges, and accelerate
innovation. For it to be trusted, data must be secure, governed, accessible, timely, relevant, and
actionable to enable companies to deliver data-driven transformation outcomes. As data volumes
explode and the number of data assets grow day by day, business analysts and other consumers
of data using self-service analytics tools find it increasingly difficult to locate IT-certified data
®
assets and find the right data for decisions. Informatica Enterprise Data Catalog can help

accelerate data migration with Google Cloud.

• Maximize the value and protect
the data with the right balance
of data governance, security,
and flexibility

Figure 1: Informatica Enterprise Data Catalog supports universal metadata connectivity.

What is Informatica Enterprise Data Catalog?
Informatica Enterprise Data Catalog is an AI-powered data catalog that provides a machinelearning-based discovery engine to scan and catalog data assets across the enterprise—in the
cloud, on-premises, and big data anywhere. The intelligence in Enterprise Data Catalog is provided
by the CLAIRE™ engine, which leverages metadata to deliver intelligent recommendations,
suggestions, and automation of data management tasks. This enables IT users to be more
productive and business users to be able to be full partners in the management and use of data.
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About Informatica

How Does Enterprise Data Catalog Expedite Data Migration to Google BigQuery?

Digital transformation
changes expectations: better
service, faster delivery, with
less cost. Businesses must
transform to stay relevant
and data holds the answers.

Moving existing workloads and data sets to the cloud can improve agility and decrease costs.

As the world’s leader in
Enterprise Cloud Data
Management, we’re prepared
to help you intelligently lead—
in any sector, category, or
niche. Informatica provides you
with the foresight to become
more agile, realize new growth
opportunities, or create new
inventions. With 100% focus on
everything data, we offer the
versatility needed to succeed.

you can accelerate the process of migrating a wide variety of data workloads to Google BigQuery

Informatica powers enterprise data management initiatives and future-proofs your IT investment
when migrating on-premises data and workloads to Google BigQuery. Hundreds of prebuilt
connectors are available, including native BigQuery connectors for Informatica Intelligent Cloud
®
®
ServicesSM, Big Data Management , and PowerCenter . With high-performance data integration,

from on-premises applications, relational databases, and data warehouses.

We invite you to explore
all that Informatica has
to offer—and unleash the
power of data to drive your
next intelligent disruption.

Figure 2: Enterprise Data Catalog 360° view.

Visit our website to learn more about Informatica’s solutions for Google Cloud.
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